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Top Health Stories

Doctors diagnose toddler, aged 3, with type 2 diabetes
BBC, Guardian, Telegraph

National Audit Office says there is no evidence that £1bn Cancer Drugs Fund has helped patients, due DH's failure to collect outcome data
Guardian, BMJ

CQC inspection reveals Broadmoor Hospital requires ‘urgent' changes after report shows “overuse” of restraints
BBC, Guardian

Researchers find drinking alcohol lowers heart attack risk but increases cancer chance
Guardian, Telegraph

Other Health News

Study shows 700 million malaria cases prevented in Africa since 2000
BBC
Study shows that coffee slows the internal body clock
BBC

Researchers say patch may help to repair damage left after a heart attack
BBC

Pocket-sized device to allow control over insulin intake adopted by Trust in Northern Ireland
BBC

Study shows that a stroll by the sea will help you sleep longer
Guardian

TB outbreak confirmed at school in Devon
Guardian

Study shows more people die from air pollution than Malaria and HIV/AIDS
Guardian

Pancreatic cancer patients denied life-extending drug by spending watchdog
Telegraph

Ministers warn that summer treats are fuelling Britain’s obesity crisis
Telegraph

HSCIC Chief promises commissioners easier data access
HSJ

CCGs support controversial change to tariff veto power
HSJ

Chief Executive of highly regarded specialist trust to retire
HSJ

Jeremy Hunt says financial pressures on NHS are “worst ever”
BMJ

GPs face funding shortfall as council refuses to uphold Health Checks contract
Pulse

GPs 'should supply medical reports for firearms applications'
Pulse

Seven-day GP access pilot delayed as commissioners 'underestimated' time needed for CQC registration
Pulse

Medics warned to review Buscopan prescriptions after prisoners are found smoking it
Pulse

RCGP Northern Ireland calls for GP trainee numbers to be almost doubled
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The All-Party Parliamentary Health Group (APHG) is dedicated to disseminating knowledge, generating debate and facilitating engagement with health issues amongst Members of Parliament.

The APHG comprises members of all political parties, provides information with balance and impartiality, focuses on local as well as national matters, and is recognised as one of the preferred sources of information on health in Parliament.
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